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Expressiveness of real-time
motion captured avatars
influences perceived animation
realism and perceived quality of
social interaction in virtual reality

A. D. Fraser, I. Branson, R. C. Hollett, C. P. Speelman and
S. L. Rogers*

Experimental Psychology Unit, Edith Cowan University, Perth, WA, Australia

Using motion capture to enhance the realism of social interaction in virtual

reality (VR) is growing in popularity. However, the impact of different levels of

avatar expressiveness on the user experience is not well understood. In the

present study wemanipulated levels of face and body expressiveness of avatars

while investigating participant perceptions of animation realism and interaction

quality when disclosing positive and negative experiences in VR. Moderate

positive associations were observed between perceptions of animation realism

and interaction quality. Post-experiment questions revealed that many of our

participants (approximately 40%) indicated the avatar with the highest face and

body expressiveness as having themost realistic face and body expressions. The

same proportion also indicated the avatar with the highest face and body

expressiveness as being the most comforting and enjoyable avatar to interact

with. Our results suggest that higher levels of face and body expressiveness are

important for enhancing perceptions of realism and interaction quality within a

social interaction in VR using motion capture.

KEYWORDS

virtual reality, avatar, animation realism, face realism, body realism, social interaction,
motion capture, avatar expressiveness

Introduction

Despite real-time social interaction in Virtual Reality (VR) via head-mounted display

(HMD) being widely available since around 2016 (e.g., Rec Room, VR chat, and more

recently Horizon Worlds), VR social interaction is yet to become a mainstream activity.

One historical limitation of VR social interaction applications has been the restricted

facial and body expressiveness for player avatars. However, motion capture is becoming

more accessible and can enhance perceptions of animation realism (Fribourg et al., 2020;

Rogers et al., 2022). Avatar expressiveness in VR is important for conveying real life social

cues such as eye gaze and gesturing (Aburumman et al., 2022; Cao et al., 2020; Ferstl and

McDonnell, 2018; Herrera et al., 2020; Kokkinara and McDonnell, 2015; Kyrlitsias and
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Michael-Grigoriou, 2022; Rogers et al., 2022; Roth et al., 2016;

Seymour et al., 2021; Thomas et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2021).

There is currently a lack of research investigating how

different levels of avatar expressiveness might affect the

experience of VR social interactions. Given that companies

such as Microsoft and Meta are now developing their own VR

social applications, it is important to clarify how avatar

expressiveness influences perceived realism and interaction.

This will help to broaden understanding of how VR avatars

are experienced during VR social interactions, and to better

design these avatars for specific purposes, such as VR based

training or therapy (Owens and Beidel, 2015; Baccon et al., 2019;

Arias et al., 2021). Communication with real time motion

captured avatars has been of long interest (Capin et al., 1997;

Guye-Vuillème et al., 1999; Kalra et al., 1998; Maurel et al., 1998),

however it is only in more recent years that technology has

become more accessible and further developed to provide what

might be considered a ‘good’ user experience (Seymour et al.,

2021, 2018; Rogers et al., 2022). In our study we investigated how

participants experience social interactions in VR when their

partner’s avatar is controlled with motion captured facial and

body movements in real time. We examined participant ratings

of animation realism and interaction quality across different

avatars with different levels of face and body expressiveness.

Behavioural Realism in VR

Behavioural realism is a broad term used to describe the

extent to which features found within a virtual environment

mimic a real-world equivalent. Within the context of VR, these

features include environments, events, items, or characters (Oh

et al., 2018; Wiley et al., 2018; Herrera et al., 2020; Arias et al.,

2021). Perceptions of behavioural realism are based on

assumptions related to our real-world experience. For

example, a virtual ball that quickly falls to the earth after

being thrown may be considered as having a high level of

behavioural realism if it prompts the user to react as if it were real.

Avatars are the visual representation of social actors within

the virtual environment (Kyrlitsias and Michael-

GrigoriouLugrin et al., 2015; Seymour et al., 2018;, 2022). Two

key qualities of avatars include their visual depiction and their

movement capabilities (Grewe et al., 2021; Higgins et al., 2022;

Latoschik et al., 2017; Stuart et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2021). While

we recognize the importance of both these qualities, in our

research we are focused on the visual expressiveness of the

avatar. Motion capture technologies can affect the experience

of social VR because motion captured avatars are able to convey a

wider range of social cues during an interaction (Kokkinara and

McDonnell, 2015; Lugrin et al., 2015; Latoschik et al., 2017;

Herrera et al., 2020; Kyrlitsias and Michael-Grigoriou, 2022;

Rogers et al., 2022). For instance, avatars that express interest

with direct eye gaze to our presence and behaviour in VR are

often rated as having a higher level of behavioural realism

(Aburumman et al., 2022; Grewe et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021).

Why is avatar expressiveness in VR
important?

Avatar expressiveness is important because more expressive

avatars are believed to provide a more engaging and interactive

social experience that better parallels real-life social interaction

(Kyrlitsias and Michael-Grigoriou, 2022; Rogers et al., 2022).

Indeed, evidence suggests that social interaction with a full face

and body motion-captured avatar is rated similarly to face-to-

face interaction (Rogers et al., 2022). This indicates that motion

capture is important for increasing the perceived animation

realism of VR avatars.

The term social presence is used in the context of

computer-mediated communication to describe the feeling

that one is communicating with a real social actor (Biocca

et al., 2003; Jung and Lindeman, 2021; Oh et al., 2018; Skarbez

et al., 2017; Sterna and Zibrek, 2021). Many VR researchers

aim for a higher level of perceived social presence because it

can facilitate turn taking, gesturing and self-disclosure

(Barreda-Ángeles and Hartmann, 2022; Felton and Jackson,

2021; Herrera et al., 2020; Oh et al., 2018; Smith and Neff,

2018). Social presence is assumed to be enhanced when avatar

expressiveness is higher, as this helps to facilitate a stronger

sense of overall behavioural realism.

In one study, Smith & Neff (2018) utilised rudimentary

motion capture where participants were required to navigate

two social tasks while face-to-face or in VR. Their results revealed

that a basic motion tracked avatar with limited facial

expressiveness was enough to evoke similar levels of social

presence as face-to-face interaction. However, it remains

unclear how different implementations of motion capture and

actor expressiveness might affect perceived avatar animation

realism and quality of social interaction in VR. Additionally,

the relative importance of motion captured face and body

gestures is not well understood. Therefore, we aim to extend

this line of investigation by assessing participant experiences

interacting with avatars with varying degrees of avatar

expressiveness for face and body movement.

The importance of non-verbal signals
from face and body during social
interactions

Prior studies that have investigated non-verbal social cues

have demonstrated the valuable contribution of facial cues when

conveying emotions (Ferstl and McDonnell, 2018; Kokkinara

and McDonnell, 2015; Sel et al., 2015; Seymour et al., 2021;

Shields et al., 2012; Solanas et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2022;Willis
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et al., 2011). Similarly, but to a lesser extent, body gesturing also

makes a valuable contribution to the communication of non-

verbal information (Willis et al., 2011; Shields et al., 2012; Solanas

et al., 2018). Importantly, when paired together, both face and

body avatar expressiveness has been shown to improve social

interactions (Shields et al., 2012; Fink et al., 2015; Solanas et al.,

2018). While still an emerging area of research, several studies

have investigated the importance of non-verbal social cues for

VR social interactions using motion capture technology (Herrera

et al., 2020; Kruzic et al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2022). For instance,

Kruzic et al. (2020) used full body motion tracking to investigate

the effect of avatar expressiveness when the interaction was

conducted through a computer monitor. They found that high

levels of face expressiveness increased interpersonal attraction,

impression formation and nonverbal synchrony. In their study,

participants interacted by playing a guessing game where using

gesture was advantageous for performing the task. Whether their

findings apply to other communicative contexts (e.g., getting

acquainted interaction, or a self-disclosure interview) where

gesture is not so explicitly warranted is still largely unknown.

Additionally, Kruzic et al. (2020) did not have participants share

the same virtual space together, so it remains unknown if their

findings generalise to HMD-based VR.

Another recent study by Herrera et al. (2020) examined

participant perceptions of avatars in HMD-based virtual

reality that varied in the amount of arm movement

possible and found no differences for interpersonal

attraction across conditions. However, the avatars in the

Herrera et al. (2020) study were driven by the VR hand

controllers rather than specialised motion capture

equipment, and importantly their methods did not include

facial motion capture. The limited use of motion capture may

have affected the participant’s self-reported experience across

conditions. Overall, these studies reveal that avatar face and

body expressiveness is a factor that may influence user

experience, yet it remains unclear if an avatar with higher

expressiveness can improve VR social interaction more than

an avatar with lower expressiveness.

The present study

We aimed to clarify how an avatar’s face and body

expressiveness affects social interactions in VR. We

accomplished this by examining a series of self-disclosure

interactions to a user-driven avatar across four within-subject

conditions with varying degrees of both face and body

expressiveness. Nonverbal social cues are often needed to

enhance the quality of a social interaction by promoting

feelings of enjoyment, comfort and closeness (Sel et al., 2015;

Seymour et al., 2021; Shields et al., 2012; Solanas et al., 2018;

Willis et al., 2011). Because avatars with higher levels of

expressiveness were expected to convey more nonverbal social

cues, we expected that perceived realism would be positively

correlated with interaction quality.

Similar to prior research, we measured the perceived realism

of the avatar’s movement during the social interactions (Biocca

et al., 2003; Felton and Jackson, 2021; Ferstl and McDonnell,

2018; Kokkinara and McDonnell, 2015; Kyrlitsias and Michael-

Grigoriou, 2022; Oh et al., 2018; Sterna and Zibrek, 2021;

Thomas et al., 2022). In our study, we expected that perceived

animation realism would be highest when participants interact

with an avatar with the highest level of both face and body

expressiveness. In the communication literature, nonverbal

signals from the face are typically viewed to have more

importance than nonverbal communication from the rest of

the body (Sel et al., 2015; Seymour et al., 2021; Shields et al.,

2012; Solanas et al., 2018; Willis et al., 2011). Therefore, we

expected that an avatar with a higher level of face expressiveness

paired with lower body expressiveness would be rated as having

higher realism than an avatar with a higher level of body

expressiveness paired with lower face expressiveness.

In addition to perceived animation realism, we also had

participants provide ratings on the perceived quality of the

interactions. Using similar ratings, Rogers et al. (2022)

reported that their participants perceived a higher level of

interaction quality for the disclosure of positive memories

compared to the disclosure of negative memories. We

expected to replicate this finding of Rogers et al. (2022).

Given that prior research has shown both face and body

social signals increase the quality of a social interaction (Sel

et al., 2015; Solanas et al., 2018; Willis et al., 2011), we also

expected to find higher participant perceptions of interaction

quality when they interacted with an avatar with higher levels of

face and body expressiveness. Finally, the expressiveness of an

avatar’s facial animations was expected to be more important for

the social interaction when compared to body expressiveness.

People typically focus more on facial expressions over body

expressions when interpreting non-verbal social cues

(Proverbio et al., 2018; Shields et al., 2012; Solanas et al.,

2018; Willis et al., 2011).

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of sixty-one undergraduate psychology students were

recruited for this study (45 females and 16 males, M age =

29.9 years, SD = 10.2, Min = 17, Max = 58). Table 1 shows the

extent of participant experience using technology to

communicate with others and playing games over the past

12 months. Most participants had at least some experience

with screen-based interactions (95%), and a notable portion of

participants (25%) had at least some experience with VR

interactions.
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Materials: Hardware

Two computers linked via LAN were used for this study. The

computer resources required to run motion-capture and VR are

intensive, so we decided to use two computers to split the

resource requirements of several applications running at once.

The first computer was an Intel i7-9700k CPU, 32GB

DDR4 RAM, Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 GPU, and 2TB HDD

storage. The second computer had the same specifications, but

with a more powerful Intel i9-11900k CPU. For the VRHMD, we

used a HP Reverb G2 VR Headset. This HMD provides 2160 ×

2160 pixels per eye with 90 Hz refresh rate to permit a crisper

image compared to most other commercial HMDs (at the time of

our study). For the motion capture of body movement, the

Noitom Perception Neuron Studio Inertial System was used.

This comprises 17 wireless inertial sensors for body motion

capture and 12 sensors for the motion capture of the hands.

The sensor parameters are: Gyroscope range = +/- 2000 dps;

Accelerate metering ± 32°g; Minimum resolution 0.02°; Static

accuracy roll 0.7, pitch 0.7, yaw two; Data calculation rate 750Hz;

Data output rate 60–240Hz; Inference type = dual probes;

Operating frequency band 2400 MHz–2483MHz; Operating

current 40 mA. For the motion capture of the face, an iPhone

11 running the LIVE face application was mounted on a tripod

and connected to the first computer via USB cable.

Materials: Software

The character (avatar) used for this study was designed with

the Reallusion Character Creator v3.44 software, using the

Headshot plugin to make the avatar appear like the

researcher controlling it. This avatar was then transferred to

iClone v7.93 software, where it was prepared for its integration

into VR on the second computer. The movement data obtained

from the Perception Neuron sensors were sent wirelessly to a

transceiver and streamed to the Perception Neuron Axis Studio

software installed on the first computer. The Axis Studio

software maps the sensor data onto a character rig for the

following sensor locations: For both left and right sides the

shoulders, upper arm, lower arm (forearm), hands, fingers,

upper leg, lower leg, and feet. Also, for the head, upper

torso, and lower torso. Axis Studio links directly to the

iClone software using the iClone Motion Live plugin and

maps the movement data of the body rig from Axis Studio

onto the iClone character model. The LIVE face application

installed on the iPhone 11 also streams the movement data

obtained from the face and renders this data directly onto the

face of the character model using the Motion Live plugin within

iClone. The integration of these motion capture applications

into the iClone software allows for a face and body animated

character (via motion capture) in real time that we used for the

VR social interactions. For more information on the iClone

software see: www.reallusion.com/iclone/.

Unreal Engine version 4.26 was used to create the virtual

environment, see Figure 1. The virtual environment was designed

to replicate a small virtual office room, furnished with a book

cabinet, table and a few adornments to make the room appear

more realistic and comforting. In the virtual world, the

TABLE 1 Participant history of technology use within the past 12 months.

Participant ratings

None A little Quite a
bit

A lot Extensive

Face-to-face conversations 0 (0%) 2 (3.3%) 3 (4.9%) 5 (8.2%) 51 (83.6%)

Phone Conversations 0 (0%) 6 (9.8%) 8 (13.1%) 21 (34.4%) 26 (42.6)

Screen-based conversations 3 (4.9%) 17 (27.9%) 13 (21.3%) 12 (19.7%) 16 (26.2%)

Conversations in virtual reality 46 (75.4%) 13 (21.3%) 1 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 1 (1.6%)

Screen-based computer games 21 (34.3%) 17 (27.9%) 4 (6.6%) 9 (14.8%) 10 (16.4%)

Virtual reality computer games 46 (75.4%) 13 (21.3%) 1 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 1 (1.6%)

FIGURE 1
The virtual office space designed using Unreal Engine
v4.26 that was used in our study.
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participants and avatar were on opposite sides of a virtual table

and were approximately 2 m apart from each other. The iClone

software communicated directly to the second computer through

the Unreal Engine Live-link plugin. This plugin allowed us to

transfer and link the avatar designed on the first computer to the

second computer where it was animated within the virtual

environment in real time. Our overall pipeline for running

social interactions in VR was the same as that used by Rogers

et al. (2022).

Materials: Measures

Two brief scales were used to measure the perception of

animation realism and the quality of the social interactions. The

perceived animation realism scale was adapted from the

Networked Minds Social Presence inventory (Biocca et al.,

2003) and the Temple Presence inventory (Lombard et al.,

2009). The items we used included: 1) I felt like I was

interacting with a real person, 2) Their facial expressions

looked natural/realistic, 3) Their body movements looked

natural/realistic. The social interaction quality measure was

previously used by Rogers et al. (2022) where participants

were asked to rate their level of enjoyment, comfort, and

closeness experienced during the interaction. All items were

scored within the range of: 1) Not at all 2) A little bit 3)

Quite a lot 4) A lot, and 5) Extremely.

Initial reliability tests were conducted to assess the internal

reliability of the perceived animation realism and quality

interaction scales. The reliability for each scale was within

acceptable range (Cronbach’s Alpha values range from

0.79–0.93), see Table 2. The items of each scale were summed

and averaged to create a composite score for perceived animation

realism and perceived quality of the interaction.

Final post experiment questions were used to measure the

participant preferences for the avatars. The same questions were

presented as the previous two scales, but instead of participants

rating each on the Likert response scale, participants indicated

which of the four avatars they felt was the highest for the

particular question. The preamble for this set of questions

started with “Now that you have interacted with all four

different versions of the avatar:” and then listed the questions

as follows–“You enjoyed the most”, “You felt the most

comfortable”, “You felt the strongest sense of closeness to

your conversational partner”, “The avatar most felt like a real

person”, “The avatar facial expressions looked the most natural/

realistic”, “The avatar body movements looked the most natural/

realistic”. Participants responded to these questions by choosing

between interaction 1–4.We included these questions because we

wanted to check if participants noticed any differences in avatar

expressiveness after experiencing all interactions.

Procedure

Participants were first instructed to complete a pre-

interaction survey. The survey required that participants

provide their age and gender, as well as the extent of face-to-

face, phone call, screen-based or VR communications they had

over the past 12 months, and computer gaming. To prepare for

the interactions, the participants were also required to write

down four positive and four negative experiences. The details

they were instructed to provide were to state 1) What the event

was, 2) When it happened, 3) How it happened, and 4) How it

made them feel. While the participants were completing these

tasks, two researchers were preparing the motion-capture setup

ready for the interaction. The first researcher (IB) prepared

themselves by placing the sensors in correct positions along

their body while standing in front of the iPhone mounted

tripod, and the second researcher (AF) prepared the VR room

for the interactions. For the interactions, the avatar was

controlled by the first researcher a few meters across from

TABLE 2 Means, standard deviations (), Cronbach’s Alpha values [] including the correlations between animation realism and interaction quality
scales.

Condition Animation realism rating Interaction quality rating Correlation between ratings

Positive disclosure

Face-Higher/Body-Higher 3.20 (0.98) [0.90] 3.54 (0.89) [0.91] 0.73**

Face-Higher/Body-Lower 2.98 (0.98) [0.88] 3.43 (0.80) [0.84] 0.61**

Face-Lower/Body-Higher 2.89 (0.89) [0.83] 3.44 (0.79) [0.88] 0.62**

Face-Lower/Body-Lower 2.68 (1.01) [0.88] 3.28 (0.94) [0.90] 0.66**

Negative disclosure

Face-Higher/Body-Higher 3.13 (1.05) [0.93] 3.11 (0.90) [0.84] 0.66**

Face-Higher/Body-Lower 2.90 (0.89) [0.81] 3.01 (0.81) [0.83] 0.54**

Face-Lower/Body-Higher 2.89 (0.84) [0.79] 3.04 (0.81) [0.84] 0.43**

Face-Lower/Body-Lower 2.71 (0.98) [0.89] 2.85 (0.89) [0.83] 0.47**

*p < .001.
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where the participant was seated. This was decided so the

participant could hear the researcher speak when conducting

the interactions, see Figure 2.

After the participants finished their pre-interaction survey,

the researcher placed the HMD comfortably over the

participant’s eyes. Participants were asked to close their eyes

while the researcher navigated their position in the virtual

environment. This was done to avoid causing motion sickness.

Participants were positioned on the opposite of the virtual table,

facing the avatar, and were approximately 2 m apart from each

other within the virtual environment. The participant did not

possess an embodied avatar of their own. Once the participant

was placed in the correct position, small adjustments were made

to ensure that the avatar in front of them was initially perceived

by the participant as maintaining eye-contact. This was

confirmed with participants via verbal feedback from them.

After these adjustments were made to the participant’s

satisfaction, the first interaction was started.

Participants experienced four consecutive interactions where

they were asked to recount their positive and negative

experiences via the same four questions they answered

initially (i.e., What, when, how it happened, and how it made

them feel). The order of the positive and negative experiences was

counter-balanced for each participant by having every second

participant disclose their negative experiences first. The four

avatar expressiveness conditions are distinguished by the level of

expressiveness for the face and body: higher-face/higher-body,

higher-face/lower-body, lower-face/higher-body, and lower-

face/lower-body. The order of these conditions was counter-

balanced across participants to reduce any order effects that may

occur after familiarisation with the VR environment. The

allocation of the ordering of conditions for each participant

was determined using a Latin square method so that the

ordering of conditions was spread evenly across the sample

(Richardson, 2018).

Higher face expressiveness consisted of motion tracking of

the eyes, brows, cheeks, lips, and chin, whereas lower facial

expressiveness had no tracking for the brows, cheeks, and lips

(see Figures 3A,B). Higher body expressiveness consisted of full

body motion tracking using the Perception Neuron sensors, with

the actor making hand gestures throughout the interaction. In

the lower body expressiveness condition, the actor deliberately

made minimal body movements by standing still, and keeping

arms by their side, without gesturing throughout the interaction

(see Figures 3C,D). The face expressiveness of the avatars was

manipulated by changing the settings within the iclone7 software

to restrict motion capture input from the brows, cheeks and lips.

However, body expressiveness could not be manipulated through

the Perception Neuron Axis Studio software, so the experimenter

(IB) was instructed to voluntarily restricted their arm and body

joint movements for the manipulations. A video with examples of

avatar expressiveness across conditions can be found at: https://

youtu.be/diH9AwK4gzs.

After each positive/negative pair of disclosures, the second

researcher helped the participant to remove the HMD and asked

them to report on their experience via online survey. The

participants reported on their perceived animation realism

and interaction quality immediately after each pairing of

negative and positive disclosures.

The positive/negative disclosure pairings typically lasted for

approximately 5–10 min depending on the details the participant

wished to share, for a total of about 40 min total across all four

pairings. At the conclusion of all disclosures, participants filled in

the final post experiment questions to indicate which avatar they

most enjoyed interacting with, felt most comfortable with and felt

the most closeness to. They also reported which avatar appeared

most like a real person, had the most realistic face expressions, as

well as had the most realistic body expressions.

Results

Ratings of avatar animation realism and
quality of interaction

Descriptive statistics and correlations for the perceived avatar

animation realism and quality of interaction ratings are provided

in Table 2. Moderate positive correlations were observed between

FIGURE 2
Participants were seated at a table approximately 3 m away
from the researcher (IB) who was controlling the avatar with the
motion-capture suit and iPhone 11.
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FIGURE 3
(A) shows the configuration with all facial features turned on for the high facial expressiveness condition using the iClone7 software. (B) shows
the lower facial expressiveness configuration with the brow, cheeks and lips turned off to limit expressivity. (C) shows the avatar with high body
expressiveness while in motion within the virtual room. Finally, (D) is how the avatar with low body expressiveness appeared.

FIGURE 4
The post-experiment survey reporting the percentage of participants indicating a preference for a particular avatar based on the perceived
animation realism questions.
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the perceived animation realism and interaction quality ratings.

Two 4 × 2 repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out upon

both the animation realism ratings and quality of interaction

ratings. Two within-subjects factors included the expressiveness

condition (Face-Higher/Body-Higher, Face-Higher/Body-Lower,

Face-Lower/Body-Higher, Face-Lower/Body-Lower), and

disclosure type (positive, negative).

For animation realism ratings, a significant main effect was

found for condition (F (3,180) = 8.43, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.12). The

pattern of means from highest to lowest followed our a priori

expectations in order of: Face-Higher/Body-Higher (M = 3.16),

Face-Higher/Body-Lower (M = 2.94), Face-Lower/Body-Higher

(M = 2.89), Face-Lower/Body-Lower (M = 2.69). Planned

contrasts revealed Face-Higher/Body-Higher to be significantly

larger than Face-Higher/Body-Lower (F (1,60 = 4.66, p = 0.04,

ηp2 = 0.07). No significant difference was observed between the

ratings for the Face-Higher/Body-Lower and Face-Lower/Body-

Higher conditions (F (1,60 = 0.28, p = 0.60). Lastly, ratings in the

Face-Lower/Body-Higher condition were significantly larger

than in the Face-Lower/Body-Lower condition (F (1,60 = 4.27,

p = 0.04, ηp2 = 0.07). No significant main effect was found for

disclosure type (F (1,60) = 1.18, p = 0.28, ηp2 = 0.02), and there

was no interaction effect between condition and disclosure type

(F (3,180) = 1.30, p = 0.28, ηp2 = 0.02). In sum, statistically the

Face-Higher/Body-Higher was highest, the Face-Higher/Body-

Lower and Face-Lower/Body-Higher were comparable, while

Face-Lower/Body-Lower was the lowest.

For interaction quality ratings, while a significant main effect

of condition was found (F (1,180 = 2.98, p = 0.03, ηp2 = 0.05), we

note that the partial eta squared effect size was small, and none of

the planned contrasts between the conditions were statistically

significant (all ps ≥ 0.08). Overall, this suggests that interaction

quality was not meaningfully different among the conditions.

There was however a relatively large significant effect for

disclosure type (F (1,60 = 45.98, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.43), with

participants reporting greater interaction quality when disclosing

positive experiences (M = 3.42) compared with negative

experiences (M = 3.01).

Participant perceptions and preferences
regarding the expressiveness conditions

In a set of post-experiment questions, participants rated

which of the four avatar expressiveness conditions they felt

was the highest regarding face and body realism, as well as

which appeared most like a real person, see Figure 4. Non-

parametric chi-square tests of homogeneity (also referred to as

goodness of fit tests) were used to assess the frequencies. The

avatar with higher face and body expressiveness was most

frequently chosen as being the most like a real person (χ2

(3) = 10.67, p = 0.01), with the most natural facial expressions

(χ2 (3) = 8.05, p = 0.05) and most natural body movements (χ2

(3) = 16.05, p = 0.001). Overall, more participants (39–45%)

selected the higher facial and body animation as having the

greatest perceived realism across the three realism items,

compared to the other expressiveness conditions (8–26%), see

Figure 4.

In post experiment questions, participants rated the four

avatar expressiveness conditions regarding which of those

interactions they experienced the most enjoyment, comfort

and closeness, see Figure 5. Non-parametric chi-square tests

of homogeneity were used examine these frequencies. More

participants selected the avatar with higher facial and body

animation (36–41%) for greatest enjoyment (χ2 (3) = 9.23,

p = 0.03) and comfort (χ2 (3) = 8.70, p = 0.03), compared to

the other expressiveness conditions (16–25%). However, there

was no significant difference in the proportion of participant

selections for closeness (χ2 (3) = 4.11, p = 0.25) across the four

expressiveness conditions.

FIGURE 5
The post-experiment survey reporting The percentage of participants indicating a preference for a particular avatar based on the interaction
quality questions.
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Discussion

We investigated how different levels of face and body avatar

expressiveness impacted upon participant perceptions of animation

realism and interaction quality when disclosing positive and negative

personal information in VR. In our study the avatar that participants

interacted with was controlled in real-time by an experimenter via

full face and body motion capture. Consistent with our expectations,

we found that perceptions of animation realism and interaction

quality were positively correlated (correlations ranged from 0.43 to

0.73). This supports the intuitive notion that a person who perceives

more realistic avatar animation generally also tends to perceive a

higher quality social experience. However, there also may be an

influence of perceived interaction quality upon perceived animation

realism. That is, a person experiencing a more engaging social

interaction might be inclined to rate the animation realism more

favourably. Teasing apart the precise nature of influence for this

association is an avenue for future research.

In our study we systematically manipulated the extent of face

and body expressiveness of the avatar to try and better understand

the impact of varying levels of expressiveness on perceptions of

realism and interaction quality. Overall, we found that avatars with

a higher level of both face and body expressiveness (i.e., Face-

Higher/Body-Higher condition) were rated by most participants

(approximately 40%, see Figures 4, 5) as having the highest level of

perceived avatar animation realism and interaction quality. This is

consistent with prior communication literature that suggests both

face and body movements contribute valuable social signals and

complement each other to produce an overall more naturalistic

communicative experience (Kruzic et al., 2020; Shields et al., 2012;

Solanas et al., 2018; Willis et al., 2011). We also found that

participants had higher interaction quality ratings for disclosing

positive experiences compared with negative experiences,

replicating a finding from Rogers et al. (2022).

Perceptions of animation realism in real-
time social VR across different levels of
avatar expressiveness

Our study reveals that people appear sensitive to variations in

avatar expressiveness. In our study we measured participant

perceptions of avatar realism in two different ways. First, we had

participants rate three items after each interaction to provide a

composite score of perceived animation realism. This composite

score was found to be highest for the Face-higher/Body-higher

condition, and lowest for the Face-lower/Body-lower condition.

However, the conditions that had a mixed profile (i.e., Face-

higher/Body-lower and Face-lower/Body-higher) did not differ

from one another. Second, at the conclusion of the study we

measured participant perceptions of avatar realism by requiring

them to pick which of the avatars was the most realistic across

three questions. More participants (i.e., approximately 40%) indicated

that the avatar with the highest level of both face and body

expressiveness was perceived as the most realistic, when compared

to the other expressiveness conditions. Prior research has indicated

that non-verbal facial cues are more important for conveying social

emotions during a social interaction compared to non-verbal body

language (Willis et al., 2011; Cao et al., 2020). Overall, while our study

indicates that when paired together higher face and body

expressiveness increases a sense of realism, we were not able to

reliably discern any superiority of face over body.

Perceptions of interaction quality in real-
time social VR across different levels of
avatar expressiveness

We measured perceptions of interaction quality in the same

manner as perceptions of animation realism. That is, we obtained a

composite measure of interaction quality after each interaction (via

Likert ratings of enjoyment, comfort, and closeness). We also

obtained a preference rating at the end of the study for each of

the quality dimensions.While our analysis of the interaction quality

composite scores obtained after each interaction revealed an overall

significant main effect of avatar expressiveness, follow up analyses

suggested no large/meaningful differences among the different

expressiveness conditions. However, the preference ratings

indicated that most participants selected the avatar with higher

facial and body animation for greatest enjoyment and comfort (but

not closeness). The results are not as clear as what was found for

perceived animation realism, but the preference ratings do indicate

that higher expressiveness appears to be a factor that can impact

upon perceived interaction quality. This is consistent with other

research examining social interaction in other modalities such as

face-to-face, video-chat, or conversations with virtual agents

(Kokkinara and McDonnell, 2015; Sel et al., 2015; Solanas et al.,

2018; Thomas et al., 2022; Willis et al., 2011).

Limitations and future research

A limitation of this study is that the participantwas not embodied

by their own self-avatar. Embodiment is an important feature in VR

because it can affect how we interact with each other (Aseeri et al.,

2020; Foster, 2019; Fribourg et al., 2020; Peck and Gonzalez-Franco,

2021; Smith and Neff, 2018). For example, possessing a body can

facilitate the synchronisation of body movements, allows reference

(via pointing gestures) to features in the shared environment, and

regulate emotions by adjusting our own behaviour (via self-soothing

gestures) (Peck andGonzalez-Franco, 2021). However, it is important

to consider that there may be individuals who prefer not to embody

their own avatar while in VR (Foster, 2019). This may be true for

individuals who prefer greater levels of interpersonal distance.

An intriguing avenue for future research exists regarding how

people may have different preferences for the varying levels of
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avatar expressiveness that is most comfortable for them. In our

study, 20% of participants selected the avatar with the lowest levels

of avatar expressiveness (i.e., lower-face/lower-body) as being the

most enjoyable, comfortable, and providing the strongest sense of

closeness. We are unable to conclude if this was due to an increase

of interpersonal distance provided by the lower expressiveness

avatar. Furthermore, our sample primarily (74%) identified as

female, so we were unable to control for gender differences.

Including a larger and more diverse sample in a future study,

with a trait anxiety measure, and assessing perceptions of

interpersonal distance, will help to improve our understanding

of this finding. Indeed, future VR social interaction applications

using motion capture may include configuration options to set the

level of expressiveness of the embodied avatar, or the avatars

being interacting with. What benefits and shortcomings such

control over body language expressiveness will have for social

interaction across a wide range of communicative contexts in

VR is an intriguing area for future research. We acknowledge

that there are many hypothetical ways that the level of

expressiveness of virtual characters might be manipulated,

and we have only used one method in this study. Future

studies are needed to better understand how different forms

of manipulation of expressiveness impacts upon user experience.

A further limitation of our study was that we focused purely on

a single type of social interaction (i.e., a structured interaction

protocol where the participant was required to disclose positive or

negative personal information). This meant that the participant

was required to do most of the talking. The participants may have

been more focused on speaking rather than paying attention to the

expressiveness of their partner’s avatar. Other types of interaction

where the conversational partner has amore active communicative

role might result in more pronounced differences in participant

perceptions of avatar realism and interaction quality. Having the

participants perform different roles (e.g., being an interviewer

versus and interviewee) with their interaction partner may help

to differentiate when different levels of avatar expressiveness are

most ideal. Future research is required to further tease out the

relative importance of different levels of avatar expressiveness

across different kinds of communicative contexts.

Conclusion

Our study investigated how face and body expressiveness of

avatars influences perceived animation realism and interaction

quality when disclosing personal information in VR with real-time

motion captured avatars. We found evidence to suggest that perceived

animation realism and perceived interaction quality benefits from

higher levels of face and body expressiveness.We also found significant

moderate positive associations between ratings of perceived animation

realism and interaction quality. We therefore conclude that avatar

expressiveness is important for perceived realism and interaction

quality. Future research is needed to investigate if individual

differences in preferred levels of face and body expressiveness exist

across different contexts involving VR social interactions.
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